
 

 

 

 

 

 

Go To Basics 

Ultimate Valet Detail 

$99 Approx. 90mins 

This is a basic service offering a high quality wash and wax in one. The interior is 

then fully vacuumed and dash/plastics are wiped over; we also apply window 

treatment, a non-sling tire dressing, interior windows are cleaned and door jams 

are cleaned. For vehicles in good overall condition 

Luxe Interior Clean 

From $185 Approx. 2.5hrs 

 Full vacuum (includes pet hair removal) 

 Full interior steam clean 

 Full interior shampoo 

 Clean cargo area (where applicable) 

 UV protectant dressing throughout 

 Door jams cleaned 

 Interior windows and mirrors cleaned 

 Deodorizing + air scent spritz 

 Optional- Fabric protection $50 

(Please note dirtier and larger cars will be an extra $60 per hour over time frame given. 

Hazmat cleaning will be an additional $200. Please call for more information) 

 

Standard Full Detail 

$220 Approx.2.5-3.5 hours 

A full outside wash and interior clean at a great value 

 

Paint Polishing Packages 
 

All in one machine polish 

$350 4hrs (small) 

$375 5hours (medium) 

$395 6hours (large) 

 Vehicle wash 

 Light decontamination wash 

 Wheels and wheel arches cleaned 

 Tires cleaned and UV treated 

 Outside windows are cleaned and water treated 

 All in one machine polish process high quality coating up to 6 month UV 

protection 

 

This option will yield great results and remove light to medium swirl marks, paint 

oxidization, some bird dropping marks, water spots and fine scratches w/high gloss 

finish. Up to 60% correction 

 

Ultimate 3 step polish (The Auto Reflection) 

$895 8hrs (small) 

$945 9hrs (medium) 

$1250 12hrs (large) 

 Vehicle wash with decontamination 

 Extensive clay towel treatment 

 2 Step Paint Correction 

 1 Step Gloss and colour enhancement 

 NXTZEN Pro coating applied 

 Wheels and wheel arches cleaned 

 Tires cleaned and UV treated 

 Outside windows are cleaned and water treated 
*all non-painted areas are masked to stop damage from polishing process* 

 

This option yields 80-90% swirl, scratch and paint defect removal, the final 

presentation is of a very high standard as the colour and gloss are brought to a 

totally new level of enhancement, ideal for newer cars and high quality paint 

finishes. This is the very best you can get on a budget.  

 

 



Paint Coatings 
 

New and near new car paint protection service offers great value and high quality 

permanent coatings, no big word jargon like the dealerships, 100% quality and 

high gloss finish guaranteed! Super hard coating guaranteed to exceed your 

expectations. Includes 5 Year Warranty, call for more info or check out our website 

www.autoreflectiondetailing.com 

 

NXTZEN Pro with The Auto Reflection package 

$1295 12hrs (small) 

$1395 14hrs (medium) 

$1495 16hrs (large) 

$1595 18hrs (extra-large) 

 

NXTZEN Pro Ceramic/+Graphene Coatings 

Small $800 

Med $850 

Large $900 

XLarge $1000+ 

 

Optional Services 

Engine Bay Detail 

$88/hr. 

The engine bay is steam cleaned. Plastics/rubbers are UV treated and all 

chrome/metals are cleaned as well as painted areas. All electrics are safe from 

water due to dry steam and foam cleaning solutions 

 

Headlight Restoration 

$99/hr. 

Plastic headlights are extensively treated to restore the original clarity and then are 

protected using a high quality coating.  

 

Plastic/rubber/chrome Rejuvenation & Protection 

Choose one of these to receive a semi-permanent UV protectant which will 

improve the colour and lustre. Please call to arrange a quote. 

 

Orange Peel Reduction/removal 

Does your paint lack clarity? It could be orange peel, this service is the most labour 

intensive but offers a near concourse finish bringing old, resprayed and factory 

paint looking like it should! Call to arrange a quote. 

 

Discounted Packages 

Complete Clean Package 

$245 Approx. 4hrs 

 Luxe Interior Clean 

 Engine  Bay 

 Exterior Detail 

Why choose the Complete Clean Package? Not only does your car get a good 

wash and detail, the interior gets all the pampering that comes with the Luxe 

Interior Clean. As a bonus with this package your engine bay will get cleaned as 

well. 

 

All in One + Luxe 

$365 Approx.6hrs The name speaks for itself, get your car polished and interior 

looking fresh and sparkling.  

 

The Revamp 

$450 Approx.8hrs 

 All in One polish 

 Luxe Interior Clean 

 Headlight restoration or engine bay clean  

Does your car need a revamp? This package will have your paint looking fresh and 

your seats looking new again.  

 

The Auto Reflection + Luxe 

$895 Approx.10hrs/min 

It’s as simple as it reads everything you get with a 3 step polish and everything you 

get with a Luxe Interior Clean put them together for better value. 

 

Standard Full Detail 

$200 Approx.2.5-3.5 hours 

A full wash and interior clean at a great value. 

 

http://www.autoreflectiondetailing.com/


Motorbike Services 
 

Standard Detail 

$195 Approx. 2-3 hrs 

Full wash decontamination all metal is cleaned and polished, rubbers and plastics 

and seat(s) are cleaned and UV treated. Painted areas are lightly polished. 

 

Detail W/ Pro Coating 

From $395 Approx. 3-4hrs 

Similar to the Standard Detail with the addition of the paint and metal being fully 

machine polished then coated with NXTZEN Pro 

 

Trade/Contract repeat cleaning 

(Options) Monthly/Bi Monthly/Quarterly 

Express Valet Detail- Package Minimum 3 Vehicle’s 

$55 monthly (per vehicle) 

$66 Bi Monthly (per vehicle) 

$77 quarterly (per vehicle)  

Approx. 30-45mins per vehicle 

This is a basic service offering a high quality wash and wax in one. The interior is 

then fully vacuumed and dash/plastics are wiped over. 

Ultimate Valet Detail- Package Minimum 2 Vehicle’s 

$77 monthly (per vehicle) 

$88 Bi Monthly (per vehicle) 

$99 quarterly (per vehicle)  

Approx. 45-60minsper vehicle 

Features everything from our Express Valet Detail, however we also apply window 

treatment, a non-sling tire dressing, interior windows are cleaned, door jams are 

cleaned and some spot cleaning on fabrics. 

 

Contract can be split between 1-2 visits over the period, if vehicles are not kept generally 

tidy within reason an extra dirty fee of $15 will be charged per vehicle* ex GST 

For a full quote depending on situation please call 0406266582 or email 

autoreflectiondetailingaus@gmail.com 

 

 

Thank you for choosing  

Auto Reflection Detailing 

 

For any more questions call us on 0406266582  

Or  

Send us an email to autoreflectiondetailingaus@gmail.com 

 
Remember; every car is different so estimated times and pricing may differ.  

*All prices include GST unless otherwise stated* 
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